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Summary
Ten Cyrillic early printed liturgical Tetraevangelia published by the Ky-
iv-Pechersk Lavra’s printing house can be divided into two groups. The first 
one comprises two unique editions issued in 1697 and 1712. These first two 
Kyiv Tetraevangelia were issued after the 1686 annexation of the Metropoli-
tanate of Kyiv by the Moscow Patriarchate. This event resulted in the gradual 
loss of independence by Kyiv church tradition and bringing censorship of 
Muscovite authorities over the printing houses run in Kyiv and Chernihiv, 
fully introduced in 1720. A text-critical study of several Gospel fragments 
and paratexts (i.e., Prefaces to the Gospels and Lists of Chapter Titles) has 
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proven that these first two Kyiv Gospel editions, beside their own textual 
readings, contain some variants confirmed only in Moscow Tetraevangelia 
issued in the 2nd half of the 17th century.
The Menologia, always placed at the end in Cyrillic early printed Tetraevan-
gelia, contain some saints and feasts venerated only locally. These commem-
orations can help to find originals for printed and handwritten Gospels. The 
Menologia also shed some light on local liturgical tradition.
This publication focuses on textual variants and liturgical tradition repre-
sented by the Menologia of Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelia. On their 
basis the original of the first two Kyiv Gospel editions printed in 1697 
and 1712 was found, i.e., Moscow Tetraevangelion issued in 1688. It was 
also proven that these two Gospel editions reflect some locally venerated 
saints, omitted not only in all further Kyiv Tetraevangelia but in all other 
108 researched sources.

Streszczenie
Dziesięć cyrylickich starych druków liturgicznych Ewangelii tetr wyda-
nych przez Drukarnię Ławry Kijowsko-Peczerskiej można podzielić na 
dwie grupy. Jedną z nich stanowią dwie wyjątkowe edycje z 1697 i 1712 
roku. Te dwie kijowskie Ewangelie ukazały się po aneksji w 1686 roku 
metropolii kijowskiej przez patriarchat moskiewski. Wydarzenie to skut-
kowało stopniową utratą tożsamości przez kijowską tradycję liturgiczną 
i wprowadzeniem w 1720 roku cenzury władz moskiewskich nad drukar-
niami w Kijowie i Czernihowie. Analiza tekstologiczna kilku fragmen-
tów Ewangelii tetr i paratekstów (tj. Przedmowy do Ewangelii i tytułów 
ewangelijnych) wskazała, że pierwsze dwie kijowskie Ewangelie, oprócz 
typowych tylko im wariantów tekstu, zawierają również warianty poświad-
czone wyłącznie w moskiewskich Ewangeliach tetr z II połowy XVII wieku. 
Menologiony, które w starych drukach Ewangelii tetr były zawsze umiesz-
czane na końcu, zawierają niekiedy świętych i  święta czczonych tyl-
ko lokalnie. Wspomnienia te są pomocne w poszukiwaniu oryginałów 
zarówno drukowanych, jak i pisanych ręcznie Ewangelii. Menologiony 
przekazują również pewne informacje o  lokalnej tradycji liturgicznej. 
Niniejsza publikacja koncentruje się na wariantach tekstu i tradycji liturgicz-
nej odzwierciedlonej w menologionach cyrylickich starych druków Ewan-
gelii tetr. Były one podstawą do wskazania oryginału pierwszych dwóch 
kijowskich edycji Ewangelii, tj. moskiewskiego wydania z 1688 roku. Udo-
wodniono również, że te dwie Ewangelie wydrukowane w Kijowie w latach 
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1697 i 1712 zawierają wspomnienia niektórych lokalnie czczonych świętych, 
pominiętych nie tylko we wszystkich kolejnych kijowskich edycjach, ale 
również we wszystkich innych 108 poddanych analizie Ewangeliach tetr.

Text-critical studies of a fragment from the Gospel of Mark, all four 
Prefaces by the Blessed Theophylact of Bulgaria and short Lives of the 
Evangelists as well as Lists of Chapter Titles confirmed the unique im-
portance of the first two3 Cyrillic early printed liturgical Tetraevangelia 
from Kyiv. They were issued in 16974 and 1712 in a workshop run by 
the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra.5 The second Kyiv edition of the liturgical Tet-
raevangelion6 is considered a reprint of the first.7

Research results have indicated the similarity between the first two 
Kyiv Gospel editions and some Moscow Tetraevangelia (Ostapczuk 
2019, 121; 2021a, 119; 2021b, 155), especially those printed in the sec-
ond half of the 17th century, as well as their convergence with the Lviv 
editions (Ostapczuk 2017a, 367; 2019, 121.125; Kagamlyk 2020, 58).8 
The first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia contain textual variants not found in 

3  A total of ten Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelia were published in Kyiv. The 
eight remaining Kyiv editions were published in 1733, 1737, 1746, 1752, 1759, 1771, 
1773 and 1784.

4  By the early 18th century, the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra’s workshop had printed almost 
18 titles (Kaganov 1959, 43). The first Tetraevangelion was not issued in Kyiv until 1697. 
The first Apostolos was printed in the Lavra’s printing house not much earlier than the 
Gospel, i.e., in 1695 (Titov 1918a, 395-397).

5  Printing appeared in Kyiv in the early 17th century (Titov 1918a, 15). In 1606-
1614 books were issued occasionally (Titov 1918a, 79-84), the regular activity of the 
Lavra’s printing house dates to 1615 (Titov 1918a, 85-87). The first Kyiv printed publi-
cation, the Book of Hours (i.e., Часослов), is dated no earlier than 20 December 1616 
(Titov 1918a, 87; Zapasko, Isaevič 1981, no. 109).

6  The second Kyiv edition of the Tetraevangelion – like the first one – is also 
considered unique in terms of typography (Titov 1918a, 434).

7  The first two Kyiv Gospel editions were the model for some further Kiev Tetra-
evangelia, including those issued in 1733, 1746, 1771 and 1773 (Ostapczuk 2019, 116).

8  A preliminary analysis of the Preface to the Gospel of Matthew in the Kyiv 
editions of the New Testament issued in 1658 and 1692 revealed their similarity to the 
Lviv Gospel editions as well as the similarity of the Kyiv editions of the New Testament 
printed in 1727, 1732 and 1741 with some Moscow editions (Ostapczuk 2019, 125).
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other typologically identical editions, which made it possible to identify 
them as a separate subgroup (Ostapczuk 2017a, 365.367; 2019, 116).

In a small passage of the Gospel of Mark (1, 1-2, 22)9 in the first two 
Kyiv Tetraevangelia, the existence of four marginalia explaining the 
relevant terms and expressions found in the Gospel text and two textual 
variants have been confirmed.10 E.g., the text ꙗдыи акридꙑ и медъ дивии 
(Mk 1, 6) was supplemented with the expression зелїе вкѹшенїю прїѧтное, 
дикий лѣсный in the margin, while for the verb остави in Mk 1, 2411 
the margin contains the Greek form e;a, which has only been attested 
in the oldest Kyiv edition of 1697.

The four Prefaces to the Gospels by the Blessed Theophylact of Bul-
garia in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia confirm the presence of more 
textual variants absent in all other Gospel editions (Ostapczuk 2019, 
115-126). As an illustration, the following differences found in the first12 
Preface can be pointed to, i.e., просвѣщахꙋ сѧ – наставлѧхꙋ сѧ; самомоу 
ономоу – самомоу бг҃ꙋ; того хотѣниꙗ – бж҃їѧ хотѣнїѧ; въꙁрѣвыи на женꙋ 
– ꙗкѡ всѧкъ иже воꙁритъ на женꙋ; отъ давида – отъ авраама и давида; 
не раꙁликоуютъ – не раꙁнствꙋютъ (Ostapczuk 2019, 118).13

In the four short Lives of the Evangelists, each about half a page 
long, the number of textual variants in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia 
is very small. As an example, the following two can be pointed out: 
не вѣдомомꙋ по сихъ въ еллинское сие преложшоу – еже по томъ въ еллинскїи 
ꙗꙁыкъ преложено бысть; житиѥ (…) отъ ст҃аго іеронима – житиѥ (…) 
отъ бл҃жен҃нагѡ іеронима списанное (Ostapczuk et al. 2020, 132). These 
short texts, taken from the work De viris illustribus by Blessed Jerome 

9  The fragment analysed covered just the first nine Gospel pericopes (i.e., зачало).
10  Ostapczuk 2017a, 365; 2019, 116-117. Cf. also Titov 1918b, 506-507.
11  гл҃ѧ, остави что намъ и тебѣ.
12  The number of textual variants varies from one preface to another, cf. Ostapczuk 

2019, 122-125.
13  For a list of all variants of the four Prefaces to Gospels, see: Ostapczuk 2019, 

119-125.
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and translated into Greek by his student Sophronius,14 were first in-
troduced into Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelion issued in 1657 in 
Moscow. From then on, they were present in all the Moscow editions 
and in the editions modelled on them, i.e., in all the Kyiv and Pochaiv15 
Tetraevangelia (Ostapczuk et al. 2020, 129).

The four Lists of Chapter Titles present in the first two Kyiv Tetrae-
vangelia also confirm a small number of textual variants. For example, 
the following textual differences in the first List (i.e., to the Gospel of 
Matthew) can be pointed out: первыи іѡн҃а проповѣда црс҃тво небесное – 
о іѡаннѣ прдтчи проповѣдавшемъ црст҃во небесное; о неповелѣннѣмъ въ слѣдъ 
ити – о хотѣвшемъ въ слѣдъ ити (Ostapczuk 2020, 213).

The small number of textual variants attested only in the first two 
Kyiv Tetraevangelia issued in 1697 and 1712 confirms their unique 
significance and does not undermine their similarity to the Moscow 
Gospel editions printed after 1657. The text-critical study of thirteen 
texts did not make it possible to identify a single Moscow edition, or 
possibly several editions used by the Kyiv printers to prepare their first 
Cyrillic early printed liturgical Tetraevangelion issued in 1697, then 
reprinted in 1712.

The first two Kyiv Gospel editions were published between 1686 
and 1720.16 These dates are of singular importance in the history of the 
Orthodox Church in the lands of the Eastern Slavs and the development 
of printing, especially religious, in Ukraine.

14  The authorship of the short Lives of the Evangelists is usually attributed  
to Sophronius (cf. Ostapczuk et al. 2020, 128-129).

15  The 1746 Kiev Gospel edition was used to prepare the first Pochaiv Tetraevange-
lion issued in 1759 (cf. Ostapczuk 2023a, 10-23). All the Pochaiv Gospel editions were 
printed in the second half of the 18th century for the use of the Uniate Church.

16  There was one other liturgical Gospel edition that was published in Kiev between 
1686 and 1720 and was typologically different from the Tetraevangelia analysed. It is the 
only early printed weekday Gospel lectionary (le). This edition is also unique in terms 
of the type used, format and ornamentation (Titov 1918a, 417). It was issued in 1707. 
On its originals see Ostapczuk 2017b, 425-468.
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The Truce of Andrusovo,17 signed in 1667, divided Ukraine18 into 
Right-bank Ukraine, which became part of the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth, and Left-bank Ukraine (including Kyiv), which was sub-
ordinated to the Muscovite state. This initiated a series of events that 
led to the transition of the Kyiv Metropolitanate19 from the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate in 168620 to the jurisdiction of the Muscovite Patriarchate, 
established in 1589, and thus to the indirect control of the Muscovite 
tsars (Bendza 2006, 68; Ćwikła 2006, 242-243; Mironowicz 2006, 60-
62). This and several other events21 also adversely affected the opera-
tion of the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra’s printing house (Ogiênko 1925, 287). 
After an unsuccessful attempt to impose censorship, the distribution 

17  Occasionally even the mid-17th century is indicated, e.g., the Pereiaslav 
Agreement (Bendza 2006, 69; Ćwikła 2006, 238).

18  This division was sanctioned by the Treaty of Perpetual Peace concluded on 
6 May 1686 (cf. Ćwikła 2006, 252).

19  The subordination of the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra to the Patriarch of Moscow also 
entailed the necessity of printing the names of the reigning Tsar and the incumbent 
Patriarch on title pages (Titov 1918a, 376.446; Ogiênko 1925, 289; Kagamlyk 2020, 57). 
This fact is attested to as early as the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia, where the following in-
formation is given on the title pages, i.e. (…) за блг҃ополꙋчныѧ державы, пресвѣтлѣишогѡ 
и державнѣишогѡ, великогѡ гдс҃рѧ нашегѡ цр҃а и великогѡ кн҃ꙁѧ, петра алеѯѣевича, всеѧ 
великїѧ, и малыѧ, и бѣлыѧ россіи самодержца. в сто҃и, великои, чꙋдотворнои, кіевопечерскои 

лаврѣ, стаѵропигїи великого гдс҃на, ст҃ѣишогѡ кѵр҃ адрїана архїепс҃па москов҃ског҃о и всеѧ россіи 
и всѣх сѣверных стран ҃патрїархи (…) – in the first Gospel edition, and (…) за бл҃гополꙋчныѧ 
державы, пресвѣтлѣишагѡ и державнѣишогѡ, великагѡ гдс҃рѧ нашегѡ цр҃а и великагѡ 
кнꙁ҃ѧ, петра алеѯїѣвича, всеѧ великїѧ, и малыѧ, и бѣлыѧ россіи самодержца. при блг҃ородномъ 
цре҃вичѣ и великомъ кнз҃ѣ алеѯїи петровичѣ, в стои҃, великои, чꙋдотворн҃ои, кіевопечерскои лаврѣ, 
междꙋ патрїаршествомъ, блсв҃енїемъ преѡще҃ннагѡ собора при архїманд҃ритѣ печерс҃ком, всечст҃ном 
ѿцѣ аѳанасїи (…) – in the second one.

20  On 8 November 1685, Metropolitan Gedeon Chetvertinsky (1634-1690) was the 
first Metropolitan of Kyiv to receive the title from the Patriarch of Moscow (cf. Bendza 
2006, 110-111; Mironowicz 2008, 61).

21  The Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra was at first briefly subordinated to the Metropolitan of 
Kyiv and later, through the efforts of Archimandrite Barlaam Iasins´kyi in 1688, directly 
to the Patriarch of Moscow (Ogiênko 1925, 287-288). Thus, when he was abbot of the 
Lavra (1684-1690) the only books coming out of its printing house were ones about 
which Moscow could have no doubts (Titov 1918a, 376-377).
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and sale of Kyiv books that were not reprints of Moscow editions were 
banned in Russia, clearly affecting the publishing profile of the Lavra’s 
printing house (Ogiênko 1925, 290-291; Isaevič 2002, 249).22 All these 
events initiated the loss of liturgical differentiation between the Kyiv 
Metropolitanate and the Muscovite tradition developed in the 1650s 
and 1660s (Âremenko 2017, 11).

The centralizing policy of Tsar Peter I23 and efforts at unification 
(Isaevič 2002, 250-251) led to the issuing of a decree on 5 October 1720 
by which the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra’s printing house and others were com-
pletely stripped of their independence (Ogiênko 1925, 298-299; Subtelny 
1980, 14). The Most Holy Governing Synod24 also issued corresponding 
orders in 1721 (Titov 1918a, 449; Ogiênko 1925, 299-300). From that 
moment on,25 every publication prepared by the Kyiv publishing house 
had to be reviewed in Moscow and approved there for printing and 
distribution (Isaevič 2002, 249-263; Ogiênko 1925, 300; Âremenko 
2017, 18; Kagamlyk 2020, 55-57). Kyiv editions were checked for con-
formity with the unified editions of the Moscow Synodal Typography 
(Âremenko 2017, 22).26 Both content and language were revised (Isaevič 
2002, 252). Despite painstaking efforts, the Lavra’s printing house never 
regained its independence again (Kagamlyk 2020, 54-64).

22  In the 1690s, the Lavra’s printing house predominantly issued liturgical books 
(Titov 1918a, 391-393).

23  His reforms fundamentally changed relations between Kyiv and Moscow, cf. Sub-
telny 1980, 1-17. 

24  After the death of Patriarch Adrian of Moscow in 1700, Peter I did not allow the 
election of another patriarch. The Tsar only appointed a temporary administrator in 
the person of Metropolitan Stephen of Ryazan. On 25 January 1721, he abolished the 
Patriarchate and appointed a governing body of the Church, the Most Holy Governing 
Synod, headed by a Chief Procurator (Ober-Prokuror).

25  On the night of 21-22 April 1718, the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra and its printing ho-
use suffered great losses due to a fire. The workshop only resumed its activities in 1720 
(Ogiênko 1925, 292).

26  On the unification of liturgical books printed in Synodal Typography in Moscow, 
see Âremenko 2017, 26-27.
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These two historical events left their mark on books printed in Kyiv 
after 1686 and 1720. While the former date merely initiated the influence 
of the Muscovite tradition on the Kyivan tradition (Ogiênko 1925, 287-
291), the latter contributed to the complete domination of the former 
over the latter (Titov 1918a, 468-470; Ogiênko 1925, 300). In view of 
this information, one can predict the results of a text-critical study 
of thirteen texts of 110 Cyrillic early printed liturgical Tetraevangelia 
demonstrating not only the similarity of the first two Kyiv Gospel edi-
tions with the Moscow ones from the second half of the 17th century, 
but also the differences. The numerous commemorations of saints and 
feasts occurring only in the first two Kyiv Gospel editions issued in 
1697 and 1712 attest that Kyiv still preserved a local liturgical tradition 
(Ogiênko 1925, 287) and was relatively independent from Moscow. 
Saints of non-Kyiv and non-Pechersk origin, present in the first two Kyiv 
Gospel editions, no longer appeared in the eight further Tetraevangelia 
printed in Kyiv after 1720. Only the commemorations of saints directly 
linked to the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra were not removed from the last eight 
Kyiv Tetraevangelia.

Among the saints appearing in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia 
issued in 1697 and 1712, and absent from all the other 108 editions 
analysed, eight figures should be mentioned: Gleb, prince of Russia 
(5 September);27 Theodulus, Eparch of Constantinople (3 December);28 
Arsenius of Mount Latra (13 December);29 Macarius of Alexandria 
(19 January);30 Photini, the Samaritan Woman (20 March);31 Empress 
Pulcheria (7 August);32 Eleutherius and Leonidas of Constantinople 

27  оубиениѥ свѧтаго глѣба кнѧзѧ рос҃.
28  ѳеодоула бывшаго епарха константина града.
29  преподобнаго отьца нашего арсениꙗ иже въ латрѣ.
30  макариꙗ алеѯандриискаго.
31  свѧтыꙗ моученицы фѡтинии самарѧныни. Her commemoration is confirmed in 

only one Moscow Tetraevangelion printed in 1681.
32  ст҃ыꙗ благоверныꙗ царици пꙋлхерии.
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(8 August).33 The first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia printed in 1697 and 1712 
also contain a significant number of Kyiv and Pechersk saints – as many 
as 22 commemorations.34 These 22 saints appeared in the oldest Kyiv 
Gospel edition35 for the first time.36

The first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia also contain a great number of unu-
sual liturgical or historical information, unknown to other typologically 
identical editions. Examples include:

• providing information on the dedication of the Gospel readings, 
e.g., мꙋченикꙋ (2 September); свѧщенномꙋченикꙋ (3, 4 and 7 Sep-
tember); свѧтѣи мꙋченицѣ (28 October); свѧтителю (20 Novem-
ber), 

• – adding information on the Gospel pericopes for the Orthros on 
the Feast of the Apostle James, the Lord’s brother (23 October);37 

Great Martyr Barbara and John of Damascus (4 December),38 

33  свѧтыхъ мꙋченикъ елеѵѳериꙗ и леонида.
34  Among them are Nicholas Svyatosha, Prince of Chernigov (14 October); Spyridon 

and Nicodemus (31 October); Athanasius (2 December); Nikon (11 December); Grego-
ry (8 January); Lawrence (29 January); Prochorus (10 February); Isaac (14 February); 
Erasmus (24 February); Eustracius (28 March); Nikita (14 May); Metropolitans Cyprian, 
Photius and Jonah (27 May); Agapetus (1 June); John (18 July); Moses (26 July); Pimen 
(7 August); Basil and Theodore (11 August); Alypius the Iconographer (17 August). 

35  With only one exception, their presence is also confirmed in all subsequent Kyiv 
Gospel editions. The reference to Metropolitans Cyprian, Photius and Jonah (27 May) 
occurs only in four, out of eight, Kyiv Tetraevangelia printed after 1720, i.e., in 1733, 
1746, 1752 and 1759.

36  Commemorations of some Pechersk saints were also introduced in later Kyiv 
Tetraevangelia. Nine new Pechersk saints were introduced into the 1733 Gospel edition 
(Damian, Jeremiah, and Matthew {5 October}; Arethas {24 October}; Anastasius the 
deacon {22 January}; Titus {27 February}; Nikon the Igumen {23 March}; Nifont, bishop 
of Novgorod {8 April}; Isaiah {15 May}) and Euphrosyne, princess of Polotsk (23 May), 
whose relic was in the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra. Only two new saints were introduced into 
the Kiev Tetraevangelion printed in 1784, i.e., Kuksha and Pimen (27 August).

37  на ꙋтрении. еѵг҃ліе отъ лꙋки зачало н҃а. All Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelia 
on 23 October contain information only on the Gospel pericope for the Divine Liturgy 
(на литꙋргии. еѵгл҃іе отъ матѳеꙗ зачало н҃ѕ).

38  на оутрении еѵг҃ліе отъ марка зачало к҃а i на литоургии еѵг҃ліе отъ матѳеꙗ зачало 
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• indicating the commemoration of John Cassian (29 February) 
in a leap year,39

• adding information on Nicholas Svyatosha, Prince of Chernigov 
(14 October): grandson of Davyd Svyatoslavich (ok. 1050-1123), 
brother of Vladimir and Iziaslav, who died after 3040 years and 
was buried in the Lavra,41

• referring to Barlaam and Josaphat, prince of India (19 Novem-
ber), as hermits,42

• retaining the designation “of Kyiv” in the mention of Metropo-
litan Peter (21 December) instead of “of Moscow”,43

• providing additional information on the martyrdom of Basil 
and Theodore of the Caves (11 August): about their tormentor 
(Prince Mstislav Svyatopolkovich) as well as the place of (Kyiv) 
and reason for their martyrdom (wealth),44

• adding information about Anthony of the Caves (10 July) as the 
superior of all monks in Rus,45

р҃ѕ. Only one Kiev Tetraevangelion and the five Uniate editions, modelled on it, give the 
Gospel pericopes of Orthros and Divine Liturgy (на оутрении еѵг҃ліе отъ матѳеꙗ зачало 
рд҃. на литоургии еѵгл҃іе отъ матѳеꙗ зачало л҃ѕ). In the Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelia 
for the Divine Liturgy on 4 December, the following Gospel pericopes (зачало) were 
also provided: Mt 104 and 43 as well as Mk 21.

39  I.e., въ лѣто четвертое егда висектъ бываетъ, тогда к҃ѳ составлѧетъ сѧ и касіанꙋ 
слꙋжба поетъ сѧ.

40  Saint Nicholas Svyatosha was born in 1080, joined the Lavra in Kyiv in 1107 and 
died in 1143.

41  кнѧзѧ николы, нарицаемаго ст҃оши, внꙋка свѧтославова, брата владимирова 
и свѧтославова иже по л҃ лѣтѣхъ престави сѧ и погребенъ быстъ честно въ пещерѣ киевскои.

42  преподобныхъ пꙋстынножителеи варлаама и іѡасафа, царевича великиꙗ индии.
43  преставлениѥ въ свѧтꙑхъ ѿца нашего петра митрополита киевскаго и вьсеѧ рѡссии 

чюдотворцa. In other editions it is referred to as: митрополита новаго чюдотворцa вьсеѧ 
рꙋсии lub митрополита московскаго чюдотворцa и вьсеѧ рꙋсии (or рѡссии) чюдотворцa.

44  пострадавшихъ въ кіевѣ отъ кнѧзꙗ мстислава свѧтополчича сокровища ради.
45  преподобнаго оца҃ нашего антониꙗ печерскаго киевскаго бывшаго началника вьсѣмъ 

росскимъ монахомъ. 
In the Lviv Tetraevangelia and the last Vilnius edition (which is a reprint of the 1636 

Lviv edition) on this date, the following information is given прпдбнаго ѿца нашего 
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• referring to Theodosius of the Caves (14 August) as the abbot of 
the Monastery of the Caves in Kyiv,46

• adding to the commemoration of Anthony of Rome (17 January) 
information about his connection with Novgorod,47

• adding to the commemoration of Gregory the Theologian (25 Ja-
nuary)48 and John Chrysostom (27 January)49 information about 
their connection with Constantinople.50

The presence of saints and additional liturgical and historical in-
formation specific only to the first two Kyiv Gospel editions issued 
in 1697 and 1712 confirms that it is justified to separate them from 
all 110 Cyrillic early printed liturgical Tetraevangelia into a separate 
textual and liturgical subgroup. Claims of the absolute loss of liturgical 
Kyiv’s independence as early as 1686 (Âremenko 2017, 20) should be 
considered unfounded.

The information presented so far, taken from the Menologion, did not 
allow to identify a particular edition as the original or several editions as 
the originals of the first Kyiv Gospel edition issued in 1697, reprinted in 
1712. The commemoration of Saint Photini, the Samaritan Woman in 
the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia and only in the Moscow edition of 1681 
is a coincidence. This is evidenced by several other commemorations 

антониꙗ великаго первоначалника печерскаго монастырꙗ иже въ киевѣ.
46  пренесение чтс҃ныхъ мощеи преподобнаго ѿца наш҃го ѳеодосиꙗ игꙋмена монастырꙗ 

печерскаго кіевскаго. In the other Kiev Tetraevangelia and the Pochaiv editions (modelled 
on the Kiev Tetraevangelion of 1746), it is only (...) ѳеодосиꙗ игꙋмена печерскаго. The 
Lviv Tetraevangelia feature the expression (...) ѳеодосиꙗ печерскаго иже въ кіевѣ.

47  преподобнаго ѿца нашего антониꙗ римлѧнина новгородскаго чюдотворца.
48  ѿца нашего григориꙗ богослова архиепископа константина града.
49  пренесение честныхъ мощеи въ свѧтꙑхъ ѿца нашего іѡанна златоѹстаго патріарха 

цр҃ѧграда.
50  In the commemoration of Archbishop Tarasius (25 February), the expression 

архиепископа цр҃играда is attested in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia, while all other 
Gospel editions (except the three from Kyiv issued in 1737, 1752 and 1759, in which 
these words are omitted) contain архиепископа константина града.
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(e.g., Alexander of Pydna {14 March},51 Elisabeth {24 April},52 Helladius 
{28 May},53 or the Don Icon of the Mother of God {19 August})54 as 
well as historical information55 unattested in any other Gospel edition, 
except this one Moscow Tetraevangelion of 1681. It is well known that 
the publishers subjected the forthcoming publications to a greater or 
lesser degree of revision.56

The liturgical and text-critical analysis of both the Menologia of 
Cyrillic early printed and handwritten Tetraevangelia offers many re-
search perspectives. It makes it possible to confirm or reject various 
hypotheses. It has made it possible to identify the originals of several 
handwritten codices (Ostapczuk 2022a, 373-396; 2022c, 181-197) and 
three early printed Gospel editions, i.e., the Vilnius editions of 1575 and 
1644 (Ostapczuk 2023b; Ostapczuk 2023c, 116-146) and the Pochaiv 
edition of 1759 (Ostapczuk 2023a, 10-23).

In addition to characterising the local liturgical tradition reflected 
in the Menologia of the first two Kyiv Gospel editions, the aim of this 
publication is also to attempt to identify, based on an analysis of saints 
and feasts, the original (or originals) of the first Kyiv Tetraevangelion 
issued in 1697, reprinted in 1712.

The first two Kyiv liturgical Gospel editions, like all Moscow ones 
printed after 1652, feature a full Menologion.57 A text-critical and li-
turgical analysis of the feasts and saints confirmed the dependence of 

51  свѧтаго моученика алеѯандра иже въ пѵднѣ.
52  преподобныѧ елисаветꙑ чюдотворицы.
53  свѧтаго свѧщенномоученика елладиꙗ.
54  праздноуемъ пресвѧтѣи богородицѣ. и бываетъ съ честными кресты и со свѧтыми 

иконами хождениѥ соборное во обителъ еѧ нарицаемоꙋю донскоꙋю.
55  The name of Feast of the Deposition of Holy Cincture of the Mother of God 

(31 August: положениѥ чтс҃наго поѧса прс҃тыꙗ влдци нш҃eꙗ бц҃и) was supplemented by the 
following text въ халкопратии принесеноу отъ епископии зилы въ цесарствоующии градъ.

56  As an example, we can point to the revisions of the Akathists, cf. Popov 2013.
57  For more about abbreviated and full menologia in Cyrillic early printed Tetra-

evangelia, see Ostapczuk 2022b, 41-48.
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the Kyiv editions of 1697 and 1712 on the Moscow Tetraevangelia with 
a full Menologion, the first of which appeared in 1653. This is evidenced 
by numerous examples. In April alone, we can point to as many as 23 
commemorations of saints58 present in all the Moscow Tetraevangelia 
printed after 1653 and in the first two Kyiv Gospels. Furthermore, in 
the commemoration of St Euthymius of Suzdal (1 April) in the Moscow 
Gospel editions printed after 1652 – unlike those of 1637-165159 – the 
noun преставлениѥ, as in the first two Kyiv editions, was omitted. This 
evidence, limited only to examples taken from one month, confirms 
that the Kyiv printers used one of the Moscow Tetraevangelion issued 
between 165360 and 1694, i.e., from 1653, 1657, 1663, 1668, 1677, 1681, 
1685, 1688, 1689 or 1694. For the preparation of the Kyiv Gospel edition, 
completed in December 1697, it was impossible to use the Moscow 
Tetraevangelion, released in September 1697. The too short period 
between these two editions, the information given on the title page of 

58  I.e. Titus the Miracle-Worker (2 April); Nikita the Confessor (3 April); Joseph 
the Hymnographer and George of Mount Maleon (4 April); Theodulus the Reader and 
Martyr Agathopodes the Deacon (5 April); Eutyches, Archbishop of Constantinople 
(6 April); George the Confessor, Bishop of Mytilene (7 April); Apostles Hierodion, 
Agabus, Rufus and others (8 April); Martyr Eupsychius (9 April); Martyrs Terence and 
Pompeius (10 April); Antipas, Bishop of Pergamon (11 April); Basil the Confessor, Bishop 
of Parium (12 April); Artemon of Laodicea, (13 April); Aristarchus, Pud and Trofim 
(15 April); Irene, Agape and Chionia (16 April); John, monk and disciple of St Gregory 
of Dekapolis (18 April); John the Presbyteros of the Ancient Caves ((19 April); Theodore 
Trichinas (20 April); Martyr Januarius (21 April); Martyr Sabbas Stratelates (24 April); 
Jason and Sosipater (28 April); Maximus, Dada and Quinctilian (28 April); the Nine 
Martyrs at Cyzicus (29 April); Memnon the Wonderworker (29 April).

59  In the Moscow editions of the Gospels of 1637-1651, the commemoration of 
this saint was as follows: преставлениѥ преподобнаго ѿца нашего евѳимиꙗ соуждальскаго 
чюдотворца.

60  Until 1697, when the Tetraevangelion was first printed in Kyiv, this type of book 
had been printed as many as 44 times. Twelve editions appeared in the Serbian and 
Middle Bulgarian recensions of the Church Slavonic language in Serbian and Roma-
nian lands. The remaining 32 editions in the Eastern Slavonic recension of the Church 
Slavonic language were printed in Moscow (23 editions), Vilnius (4 editions) and Lviv 
(5 editions).
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the Kyiv Tetraevangelion (Ogiênko 1925, 291)61 and the historical facts62 
exclude this possibility.

The publication in 1653 in Moscow of the first Tetraevangelion featur-
ing a full Menologion did not stop the interference of church authorities 
in the ever-changing liturgical calendar. During the turbulent 1650s and 
throughout the second half of the 17th century, new, i.e., previously 
absent, saints and feasts were added or removed.

Some saints commemorated in the Menologion of the Moscow 
Tetraevangelion in 1653 appeared in several further editions. St Nikita 
the Presbyter (4 May)63 and St Barbaros (6 May)64 were only present in 
the Moscow Tetraevangelia printed from 1653 to 1681.65 Starting from 
the Moscow edition of 1685, they disappear irretrievably from the Meno-
logia of the Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelia. Nor are they mentioned 
in the first two Kyiv Gospel editions. These facts and the information 
presented above – concerning only the commemoration of St Alexander 
of Pydna (14 March), St Elizabeth (24 April), St Helladius (28 May) or 
the feast of Don Icon of the Mother of God (19 August), present only 
in the 1681 Moscow edition, dismiss the possibility that the printers in 
Kyiv might have used the pre-1681 Moscow editions.

61  The title page of the Kyiv Tetraevangelion mentions the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra’s 
archimandrite Meletius Vuyakevich (при архимандритѣ печерском всечс҃тномъ гдс҃нѣ ѿцѣ 
мелетіи), who died on 6 February 1697 (Titov 1918a, 395.402).

62  After Meletius Vuyakevich, Yoasaf Krokovsky was elected as Kyiv-Pechersk 
Lavra’s archimandrite on 25 March 1697 (Titov 1918a, 402). He became archimandrite 
only on 29 July 1697 (Titov 1918a, 398).

63  прѣподобнаго ѿца нашего никиты презвитера.
64  свѧтаго страстотерпца варвара иже бѣ разбоиникъ.
65  So only in six Tetraevangelia (i.e., the editions of 1653, 1657, 1663, 1668, 1677 

and 1681) out of a total of 110.
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Numerous commemorations of saints66 and textual variations67 at-
tested only in the four Moscow editions of 1681, 1685, 1688 and 1694 
and in the first two68 Kyiv Tetraevangelia also exclude the 1689 edition 
as a potential model for Kyiv printers.

The 1689 Moscow Gospel is considered an exceptional edition 
(Morozov 2012, 53). A mere 150 copies were printed (Zernova 1958, 
119). In terms of size, it is the largest 17th-century Moscow Gospel 
edition. To use this unique Moscow Tetraevangelion, with a small print 
run and huge dimensions reaching 70cm by 50cm,69 would undoubtedly 

66  Among the commemorations present only in the four Moscow editions of 1681, 
1685, 1688 and 1694, and in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia issued in 1697 and 1712 
the following ones can be enumerated: Prophet Jonah (22 September), Jonah the Priest, 
father of St Theophanes, the Hymnographer (22 September); Andronicus and Athanasia 
(9 October); end of the Feast of the Entry of the Most Holy Theotokos into the Temple 
(25 November); Pre-Feast of the Nativity of Christ (21, 23 and 24 December); end of 
the Feast of the Nativity of Christ (31 December); Pre-Festive Days of the Theophany 
(3 and 5 January); end of the Feast of the Theophany (14 January); end of the Feast of 
the Presentation of Jesus at the Temple (9 February); commemoration of many others 
martyred on the feast day of Mark, Bishop of Arethusa, and Cyril the Deacon (29 March); 
Achatius Martyr (7 May); another Justin – next to Justin the Philosopher (1 June); Ste-
phen the Sabaite (13 July) Phocas (22 July); Olympias and Eupraxia (25 July), end of the 
Feast Of the Transfiguration of Jesus (13 August); end of the Feast Of the Dormition of 
the Theotokos (23 August).

67  Among the textual variants attested only in the four Moscow Gospel editions 
issued in 1681, 1685, 1688 and 1694, and in the first two Kiev Tetraevangelia of 1697 
and 1712, we can identify:

– the commemoration of Theophanes (11 October) as the Branded, i.e., начертаннаго 
(and not as the Confessor, i.e., исповѣдника); this variant was not attested in the Moscow 
edition of 1694, 

– the commemoration of Cosmas (12 October) as the Hymnographer and the 
Bishop of Maiuma, 

– the commemoration of Maxim, fool for Christ (11 November) as Moscow mi-
racle-worker, this variant is also attested in three Kiev editions of 1737, 1752 and 1759, 

– pointing to Emperor Julian the Apostate, under whom Mark, Bishop of Arethusa, 
and Cyril, the Deacon, and many others were martyred (29 March).

68  These commemorations were also attested to in three small format Kyiv Tetra-
evangelia printed in 1737, 1752 and 1759.

69  For more on this edition, cf. Zernova 1958, 119-120 (no. 419); Polovnykova, 
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have not been an appropriate choice of the Kyiv printers,70 especially if 
they wanted to prepare an edition in half the format, i.e., 2o, to which 
the first two Kyiv editions correspond. It is also the only edition out of 
110 Cyrillic early printed Tetraevangelia that does not include the Lists 
of Gospel Titles (Ostapczuk 2021b, 145 {Footnote no. 10}). Also, as the 
only one of the Moscow Gospel editions from 1653-1694, its Menologion 
does not mention several saints (e.g., Euthymios the New of Thessalon-
ica {15 October}71) present in the first two Kyiv editions issued in 1697 
and 1712. Some of the textual variants attested in this 1689 Moscow 
Tetraevangelion (e.g., in the commemoration of St. Leontius, Bishop 
of Rostov {23 May})72 are not present in any of the Moscow Gospel 
editions printed before 1697 nor in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia.73

In the light of the presented above evidence, only the three Mos-
cow editions of 1685, 1688 and 1694 should be regarded as potential 
originals of the Kyiv Tetraevangelion issued in 1697.74 This conclusion 
is supported by the numerous commemorations and textual variants 

Sytyj 1998, 87-89 (no. 122-123); Żurawińska, Jaroszewicz-Pieresławcew 2004, 151-152 
(no. 161); Ûrina 2005, 77-79 (no. 110-113).

The copy O. Morozov studied, stored in the Library Museum of the Nizhyn Gogol 
State University, weighs 17.5 kg (Morozov 2012, 53).

70  For a second time such a large-format Tetraevangelion was printed in Moscow 
in 1759 in 600 copies. Preparation of this Gospel edition began on 25 June 1756 and 
was completed on 6 February 1759. For more on this edition, see: Guseva 2010, 104-105 
(no. 305). 

71  преподобнаго ѿца нашего еѵѳимиꙗ новаго.
72  свѧтаго леонтиꙗ епискпа ростовскаго.
73  обрѣтениѥ честныхъ мощеи (иже) во свѧтыхъ ѿца нашего леонтиꙗ епископа 

ростовскаго чюдотворца. The commemoration of Leontius Bishop of Rostov in this form 
is attested by all the Moscow Gospel editions of 1637-1697, except for one from 1689.

74  The commemoration on 1 September of Aitala the Martyr and Deacon, Holy 
40 Virgin-Martyrs, and their teacher Ammon the Deacon as well as Callista the Martyr 
and her brothers Evodus and Hermogenes present only in the three Moscow editions 
issued in 1685, 1688 and 1694 was not included in the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia.
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attested exclusively in these three Moscow75 and the first two Kyiv Tetrae-
vangelia.76 As an example, several commemorations can be pointed out: 
Andrew the Fool for Christ of Constantinople (2 October); the Seven 
Youths of Ephesus (22 October); Theoktiste of Lesbos (9 November); 
Irinarchos (28 November); Acacius of Constantinople (29 November); 
Lucia of Syracuse (13 December); Martyr Euthymius bishop of Sard-
is (26 December); Marcianus, presbyter and oeconomus of the Great 
Church of Constantinople (10 January); Martyr Neophyte (21 January); 
Martyrs Eugene, Valerian, Candidus and Aquila (21 January); Prophet 
Ezekiel (21 July). Among textual variants attested only in the three 
Moscow Tetraevangelia issued in 1685, 1688 and 1694 and the first two 
Kyiv Gospel editions77 we can identify the following:

• describing certain saints as: a) miracle-worker (e.g. Joseph Vo-
lotsky {9 September}; Jonah, Archbishop of Novgorod {5 No-
vember}; Michael and Theodore, sons of Prince Constantine 

75  Many of the commemorations that were introduced into the 1685 Moscow Gospel 
edition were also attested in later Moscow, Kiev and often Pochaiv Tetraevangelia. For 
example, the following: Paul of Latrus (15 December); Papas the Martyr (16 March); 
Acathius, Bishop of Melitene (17 April). This also applies to a number of textual variants, 
e.g., the indication of the name received at baptism (Gabriel) by Prince Vsevolod (11 Fe-
bruary); the indication of the exact number of persons, i.e., seven, martyred together 
with Agapitus (15 March); the indication of 200, rather than 199, disciples martyred 
together with Nikon (23 March); omission of information that John (19 April) was 
a presbyter; omission of the Slavic translation (рекше власѧнаго) in the description of 
Theodore Trychina (20 April); omission of information that Januarius (21 April) was 
a bishop; omission of information about the origin of Pelagia (4 May) from Antioch or 
Tarsus; mention of the name received at baptism (Helena) by Princess Olga (11 July).

Also noteworthy are the omissions of various commemorations in the Moscow Gos-
pel of 1685, also absent in later Moscow, Kiev and often Pochaiv editions. The following 
omissions can be mentioned as examples: those martyred together with Artemon the 
Martyr (13 April); Vilnius martyrs Anthony, John, and Eustathius (14 April); Princes 
Boris and Gleb (2 May).

76  Some of these mentions and variants were also attested in three small-format 
Kiev Tetraevangelia printed in 1737, 1752 and 1759.

77  These variants were also attested in the three small-format Kiev Tetraevangelia 
printed in 1737, 1752 and 1759.
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{21 May}); b) wonderworker of Novgorod (e.g. James of Boro-
vichi78 {23 October); Barlaam of Khutyn {6 November}); c) new 
miracle-worker (Anthony of the Syia Monastery {7 December}), 
d) blessed (John of Ustiug {29 May}), e) or even miracle-worker 
and archimandrite (Abraham of Smolensk {21 August}),

• describing saint Marcel (29 December) as the abbot of the mo-
nastery of “non-sleepers”,

• failing to describe prophet Zechariah (8 February) as Sickle-Seer 
(i.e., серповидца),79

• referring to Simeon Stylites the Younger (mentioned on the feast 
day of his mother Martha {4 July}) not as a miracle worker, but 
as Simon “from the admirable mountain”,

• providing information that George the New (25 May) was mar-
tyred by the Turkish Sultan Selim,

• specifying the exact number of persons, i.e., 2593, martyred 
together with the martyr Andrew Stratelates (19 August).

Also noteworthy in this context is the omission of certain 
commemorations in the three Moscow Gospel editions issued in 1685, 
1688 and 1694 and the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia. For example, the 
consecration of the Church of St. George in Kyiv at the Golden Gate 
(26 November);80 Prince Yuri (George) of Vladimir (4 February);81 those 
martyred with Martyr Patricius, Bishop of Prusa (19 June).

Based on the commemorations of saints and feasts, as well as textual 
variants and liturgical information absent from the two Moscow Tetrae-
vangelia of 1685 and 1688 and the first two Kyiv Gospels, but present in 
the 1694 edition printed in Moscow, it is possible to exclude this Tetrae-
vangelion as a potential original used by the Kyiv printers. Examples of 

78  In the Moscow edition of 1694, instead of новгородскаго there is новаго.
79  This term was confirmed only in the Moscow Gospel edition printed in 1681.
80  This commemoration was also omitted from the Moscow edition of 1697.
81  This commemoration was also omitted from the Moscow editions printed in 

1689 and 1697 but is present in the 1694 edition.
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such commemorations include Gregory, the Miracle-Worker of Vologda 
(30 September);82 Arsenius, Bishop of Tver (2 March),83 or the Tikhvin 
icon of the Mother of God.84 Examples of textual variants include:

• referring to Martyr Babylas (4 September) as Bishop of Antioch,85

• omitting designation the Hymnographer86 in the commemora-
tion of Theophanes (11 October), 

• referring to Stephen, Bishop of Sourozh (15 December), as the 
Confessor,

• referring to Mikhail Klopsky (11  January) and Ephraim 
(16 May)87 as Novgorod miracle-workers, 

• omitting designation the Miracle-Worker of Vladimir88 in the 
commemoration of Prince Yuri (4 February), 

• replacing, in the description of the feast of Ignatius, Bishop of 
Rostov (28 May), the noun death by the word commemoration,

• referring to Metropolitan Jonah (15 June) as “of Moscow” instead 
of Kyiv.89

82  This commemoration appears in all Moscow Gospel editions starting with the 
one printed in 1698 and Kiev Tetraevangelia issued from 1733 onwards.

83  This commemoration appears in all Moscow Gospel editions starting with the 
one printed in 1697 and Kiev Tetraevangelia printed from 1733 onwards.

84  Only four Moscow Tetraevangelia from the 17th century have this feast, these 
are the Gospel editions printed in 1677, 1681, 1694 and 1698.

85  Only in the two Lviv Gospel editions prepared by Mykhailo Slozka he is identified 
as Archbishop.

86  It was attested in the Bulgarian-Romanian Tetraevangelia of the second half of 
the 16th century.

87  This variant was also attested in three Kiev Gospel editions of 1737, 1752 and 
1759.

88  It is absent from the Moscow Tetraevangelia from 1698 onwards and the Kyiv 
Gospel editions printed after 1733.

89  It is the only Moscow Tetraevangelion from the 17th century containing this 
variant. In the 18th century, 18 editions were printed in Moscow with this variant.
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As far as liturgical information is concerned, the following examples 
can be given:

• providing prokimena and sticheria as well as liturgical pericopes 
for Orthros and Divine Liturgy90 on the feasts of different sa-
ints, e.g., Barlaam (19 November),91 Arsenius, Bishop of Tver 
(2 March),92 etc.,

• providing a type of service (слꙋжба преподобническаꙗ)93 on the 
feast day of Job the Long-Suffering (6 May) instead of the Gospel 
pericopes for the Divine Liturgy.

This conclusion is also supported by the few saints omitted from the 
1694 Moscow edition, but present only in the 1685 and 1688 Moscow 
Gospel editions and the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia. Examples include 
Lampadius of Hierapolis (5 July)94 and Nicholas Kochanov, a Novgorod 
Fool for Christ and miracle-worker (27 July).

The commemorations of saints and feasts presented above, as well as 
the textual variants and liturgical information, allow us to exclude the 
Moscow Gospel edition printed 1694 and as a potential original the first 
Kyiv Tetraevangelion issued in 1697, subsequently reprinted in 1712.

Thus, by way of elimination, from the group of 10 Moscow Gospel 
editions printed in the second half of the 17th century, two remain: 
the first of 1685 and the second of 1688, which should be regarded as 
potential originals of the first two Kyiv editions.

90  Most of the other Gospel editions only gave the following information: слоужба 
свѧтительскаꙗ.

91  In other Tetraevangelia, if information was included, only the Gospel pericopes 
for Orthros and Divine Liturgy were indicated.

92  I.e., на оутрении прокименъ. свѧщенницы твои возрадоуютъ сѧ въ правдоу и 
преподобнии твои возрадоуютъ сѧ. стихъ. помѧни господи давида и всю кротостъ его. 
еѵаггелиѥ іѡанна. зачало л҃ѕ. на литꙋргии. еѵаггелиѥ матѳеа зачало. а҃і. отъ полꙋ.

93  In the three Kiev Gospel editions of 1737, 1752 and 1759 the following infor-
mation was printed: слꙋжба преподобныхъ.

94  This mention is also present in the Moscow Tetraevangelion of 1681.
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However, it is highly probable that it was the 1688 Moscow Gospel 
edition that was the original of the Kyiv Tetraevangelion printed in 1697 
and reprinted in 1712. Such a claim is based on only one commemora-
tion. The veneration of Dometian, Bishop of Melitene (10 January), in-
troduced into the Moscow Gospel edition of 1681, was omitted from the 
next Moscow Tetraevangelion issued in 1685, but included in the next 
edition of 168895 and reprinted in the first two Kyiv ones96 in the precisely 
identical form, i.e., преподобнаго дометиана епископа мелитиискаго.97 If 
the Kyiv printers had used the Moscow Tetraevangelion issued in 1685, 
they would have had to turn to another source in order to introduce the 
commemoration of Dometian, Bishop of Melitene, into the Menologion 
of the first Kyiv Gospel edition and to supplement it with liturgical 
information, corresponding to that in the Moscow Tetraevangelion of 
1688, concerning the reading of the Gospel pericopes at Orthros and 
the Divine Liturgy on that day.

An analysis of the saints and feasts in the Menologia of Cyrillic 
early printed liturgical Tetraevangelia has made it possible to present 
the local liturgical tradition of Kyiv before 1720, which refers directly 
to Constantinople and indirectly to Jerusalem as well as to Alexandria, 
and is clearly reflected in the first two Tetraevangelia from the Kyiv-Pe-
chersk Lavra printing house. The study of commemorations of saints 
attested only in the Kyiv Gospel editions issued in 1697 and 1712 offer 
new research perspectives. Their analysis can provide insight into the 
new liturgical relationships of Kyiv and Constantinople.

Numerous commemorations both present and omitted in the Me-
nologia as well as textual variants and liturgical information prove the 
similarity between the first two Kyiv Tetraevangelia issued in 1697 and 

95  And in the Moscow Gospel edition issued in 1694, which was, however, excluded 
from the group of potential originals of the first two Kiev Tetraevangelia.

96  This commemoration was also attested in three Kyiv small-format editions 
printed in 1737, 1752 and 1759. These three editions, however, omit the noun епископа.

97  The 1681 Moscow Tetraevangelion has a преподобнаго instead of свѧтаго.
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1712 and the Moscow Gospel edition of 1688. This was the first issue of 
the Cyrillic early printed liturgical Tetraevangelion printed in Moscow 
after the transition of the Kyiv Metropolitanate from the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate to the jurisdiction of Moscow in 1686. With the first98 
liturgical Tetraevangelion prepared by the Kyiv-Pechersk printers and 
modelled on the Moscow edition of 1688, the year 1686 is rightly re-
garded as the beginning of Kyiv’s gradual subordination to Moscow in 
the liturgical sphere as well, which was fully realised with the decrees 
of Tsar Peter I and the Most Holy Governing Synod introduced in 1720 
and 1721.
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